
 
 

ENGLISH WORKSHEET 12th GRADE (Cuarto Medio) 

DATE: September  

TEACHER: Cristina Soto 

Nivel 1 - Unit 2: Communicating ideas through science and Technology/Discoveries and Creations.         

 Activity 4: Reading Comprehension “A plastic Ocean” / Past Passive Voice.                                         

 Objectives:   

• To improve reading skills. 

• To know the form of past passive voice construction. 

• To describe past events. 

  Pedagogical suggestions for working at home: Use online dictionary, textbooks, exercises.  

  Reading: A plastic Ocean (a film.) Listening https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ginrbbkPcA   

 I)   Write the words in the correct groups.                

              dump                                 filmmaker                                         recycle                         documentary 
 
              rubbish                              shot                                                    spoiler                          waste 
 
              premiere                           reuse                                                  scene                            polluted 

 

                                        film                                    pollution 

  

 

II) Read the text: 

A Plastic Ocean is a film to make you think. Think and 

then act. We need to take action on our dependence on 

plastic. We’ve been producing plastic  in huge quantities 

since the 1940s. Drink bottles ,shopping bags, toiletries 

and even clothes  are made with plastic . 1)___________ 

What happens to all the rest? This is the question the film 

A plastic Ocean answers. It is a documentary that looks at 

the impact that plastic waste has on the environment. 

Spoiler alert: the impact is devastating. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ginrbbkPcA


 
 

The film begins as a journey to film the largest animal on the planet, the blue whale. But during the journey the 

filmmakers (journalist Craig Leeson and environmental activist Tanya Streeter) make the shocking discovery of a huge, 

thick layer of plastic floating in the middle of the Indian Ocean. 2)___________ In total, they visited 20 locations around 

the world during the four years it took them to make the film. The documentary premiered in 2016, and is now on 

streaming services such as Netflix. 

I’s very clear that a lot of research went into the film. There are beautiful shots of the seas and marine life. 

3)__________ We see how marine species are being killed by all the plastic we are dumping in the ocean. The message 

about our use of plastic is painfully obvious. 4) ___________ In the second half, the filmmakers look at what we can do 

to reverse the tide of plastic flowing around the world. They present short-term solutions. These include avoiding plastic 

container and “single- use” plastic products as much as possible. Reuse your plastic bags and recycle as much as you can. 

The filmmakers also stress the need for governments to work more on recycling programmes, and look at how 

technology is developing that can convert plastic into fuel. 

We make a staggering amount of plastic. In terms of plastic bags alone, we use five hundred billion worldwide annually. 

Over 300 million ton of plastic are produced every year, and at least 8 millions of those are dumped into the oceans. 5) 

__________ Once you’ve seen A plastic Ocean, you’ll realize the time is now and we all have a role to play. 

 

III) Match the missing sentences (a-e) with the correct place in the text (1-5). 

a) This prompts them to travel around the world to look at other areas that have been affected. 

b) These are contrasted with scenes of polluted cities and dumps full of plastic rubbish. 

c) We live in a world full of plastic, and only a small proportion is recycled. 

d) The results are disastrous, but it isn’t too late to change.  

e) But the film doesn’t only present the negative side. 

 

IV) Complete the sentences with the words from the box.   

                obvious                                      reverse                             take                                       term 
          
                impact                                        role                                   make                                     amount 

       

1) We urgently need to _____________ action about the plastic waste problem. 

2) The hurricane had a devastating ___________ on the island. 

3) The filmmakers ___________ a shocking discovery in the Pacific. 

4) The answer was painfully _____________ to everyone in the room. 



 
 

5) Everyone has a ______________ to play in this situation. 

6) It’s not too late to ____________ the tide and fix the problem. 

7) This is a short _____________ solution. It won’t work forever. 

8) There is a staggering ______________of plastic in the world.   

 

V) Write the problem, cause, effect and solution in the text. 

1) Problem: ____________________________________________ 

 

2) Cause: ______________________________________________ 

 

3) Effect: ______________________________________________ 

 

4) Solution: ____________________________________________ 

Past Passive Voice   

It is formed with the verb to be (was / were) + past participle. 

    Infinitive             Simple Past           Past Participle 

     To write              wrote                     written 

    Example:     Active Voice:                    Cervantes wrote Don Quijote            

                          Past Passive Voice:          Don Quijote was written by Cervantes. 

You can use by to say who or what is responsible for the action. 

It is more common written than spoken English. 

It is used in: reports of crimes or legal procedures, newspaper reports, scientific writing, announcements, notices. 

In the Active Voice the subject of the sentence does the action. Example: John painted the house last week.  

In the Passive Voice the subject of the sentence receives the action. Example: The house was painted last week. 

I) Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verb in brackets. 

  1) Liquid paper was __________ (invent) by Bessie Nesmith in 1951. 

  2) Penicillin was __________ (discover) by Alexander Fleming. 

  3) The first telegraph system was __________ (build) by Samuel Morse in 1835. 

 



 
 

 II) Choose the correct words to complete the sentences. Be careful! Not all the sentences are passive. 

1) Most people think the electric light bulb (1) invented / was invented by Tomas Edison, but in fact it was 

Humphry Davy who (2) invented / was invented it in 1800. 

  2) In 1655 Huygens (3) discovered / was discovered Titan, the largest moon of Saturn. 

  3) The first microwave ovens (4) produced / were produced by the Raytheon Corporation in 1954. 

III) Rewrite the sentence using the passive. 

      Verb: To build - built - built 

                 To fly - flew - flown 

                 To discover - discovered - discovered 

  Example:    Orville and Wilbur Wright built and flew the first aeroplane. 

                       The first aeroplane was built and flown by Orville and Wilbur Wright. 

1) Marie Curie discovered radium in in 1898. 

 

Radium ______________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 


